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About This Game

Znkl - 177 is a simple physical puzzle. The player's goal is to deliver a capsule with information to the spaceship.

You are a pilot of the spaceship "Znkl - 177". You need to deliver a capsule with important information to the cargo spaceship.
- 2 shooting modes (1-10 two modes. 11-20 only LMB, 21-30 only RMB)

- 30 levels
- Pleasant music

- Steam achievements
Controls: LMB, RMB -Shot, R - Restart level, arrows - control

Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Neocoda.
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Title: Znkl - 177
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Beautiful music. I bought it mainly to support the developers \/ artists but they really are all amazing tracks!. I hope you liked
fighting the Smelter Demon in the base game, because you get to fight it again now in Cool Ranch flavor.. +All look nice.

I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Great DLC and the frieght car sounds that come with the G11 coal hopper
BUT,the ES44AC is kinda glitchy,sometimes i apply the break and it takes it about 1minute to finally kick in.And sometimes
you put the brake on 13% and in the end it ends up stopping the whole train even after i have released it.Also with the ES44 is
the long time it takes for the train loco to get moving,but over all a great additon to your ts game if your looking to add some
realism to it.. 1. What is Aquanox 2?
Aquanox 2 is the sequel to the sci-fi-underwater shooter Aquanox 1.

2. Do I have to play the first game before I start with Aquanox 2?
No, because Aquanox 2 has its own storyline and you will play as a new main character.
You will meet some characters from the first game, but you won\u00b4t miss much if you didn \u00b4t play the first game.

3. Is it worth buying?
If you liked the first game or games like X-Wing vs Tie-Fighter or Wing Commander, you should give this one a try.

4. I played Aquanox 1, what is the difference between the first and the second game?
As I mentioned you will play a new main character. The new storyline is pretty good, more serious and not as cheesy as the first
game. The graphics are not as colourful as the first
game, but with better textures and its a little darker now with brown colours. The voice
acting also improved a bit.

5. Can I still choose different ships and upgrade my weapons?
Yes there are not as many ships anymore in the game, but still enough to have a decent variety. The weapons from the first game
return and are more easy to shoot (higher bullet velocity and shorter travel speed). You can still upgrade your ships and
weapons. You can now sell your equipment or store it outside your ship.

6. What are the missions like?
You will be able to speak to your crew members often before or after the missions. You can prepare yourself and read the
mission text before you start. The missions also vary between exploration, destruction, escape or protection. Often you will have
some wingmen to help you out.

If you liked this review be sure to hit the like button to help other players with helpful reviews. Thanks!. Basically you are the
shroom overlord who must take your mushroom people and saute them together in a buttery land war, capturing the most
mushroom buildings and having the most mushroom babies (The mushroom people live inside other mushrooms. Is that guro or
cannibalism?).

It's fairly challenging with simple mechanics but enough different elements that it doesn't get monotonous.

This isn't an easy RTS. I'm playing on easy right now and am having to restart each level several times which can be frustrating,
but ultimately rewarding when I beat it. I don't really have any complaints!

I like this game enough to spend $10 on it after playing for free when I played the demo on the PS3.. One of my favorite Vive
games, hand's down.

You shoot huge crowds of cardboard zombies, while distracting them with steak, and blowing them up with grenades and
propane tanks. Need I say more?
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Please add local leaderboards though, I'd love to save the scores of friends who come by to check out the Vive.
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This game is a ton of fun, and definitely worth $3.

PROS
- Easy to learn, strategic play
- Hilarious positions & situations
- Insane blood effects & limb removal

CONS
(Because it's early access)
- Hotseat only, meaning you have to share a mouse. I plugged in a second mouse so players don't need to be right next to
eachother, but you're still sharing the same cursor.
- No graphics or control options at this time. It defaults to a 16:9 resolution, but it maintained proper aspect ratio on my 16:10
monitor.
- Game is silent (I recommend playing The Matrix soundtrack in the background).

SUGGESTIONS
- Controller support.
- Graphics options.
- When a fight is over, play the fight back in real time.
- More weapons and arenas.
- Character customization.
- Steam workshop support (for the previous two bullets).. (Front Mission Evolved: Map Pack)

Two multiplayer maps for $4! Unfortunately multiplayer is dead so I've never gotten to use these even though I own them,
which should tell you something.. THE COLORS.;. landlord simulator, i charge canaries excessive amounts in rent and they pay
it idk why i feel bad for them but i need the gold. boring and repetitive,,
too short. It took me 10 minutes to reach level 20, if I hadn't lost the will to live at that point, I might have seen the entire 30 in
15 minutes. That's what you get for this price. No sound effects, repetitive and generally boring. Add some sounds and I might
give this a thumbs up for being tolerable...just.

Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #3:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0HBQ7WGSvVE. It's an okay DLC. It's not great (I say that as an unabashed fanboy of
this game).

It adds some more galactic\/colonization events (so those times when you get to make ideology choices) which result in lost
technology being found, like special factories, special buildings, etc. Often the case is: if you make one Ideology choice, you get
a powerful factory, or you can make a different ideology selection and get a powerful weapon that is one-player-only (so one
ship only). So you want to read the descriptions to determine what might make the most sense for you and your play style.

Some of these weapons are really powerful for early game, but since they're limited to one ship, they're not unbalancing.

It's adds some flavor to the game, but I don't feel like it's as good of a DLC as Mercenaries or Precursor Worlds. Still, at only $5
it's worth the meager cost.
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